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 Transit

The Transit, at Altdorf railway station, is a place to take a deep breath,
reflect on your thoughts, enjoy, be distracted, dream. A place to pause for
a moment - before the journey continues.

Bistro - Uri at the table
"We can't stop time, but we can pause at any time." True to this motto, the
bistro with its cosy and modern furnishings invites you to linger. Treat yourself
to a little relaxation with a fine coffee from the hand-operated coffee machine
and a treat from the bar. Fortify yourself for the day with a hearty breakfast.
Satisfy your appetite with hot snacks such as tarte flambée, a crispy paillasse
topped with cheese or the Uri fish gratin with trout from the Baumann
brothers. At lunchtime you can also choose from a daily changing menu.
Coffee and tea specialities, soft and hard drinks as well as beer and wine round
off the offer.

Beck-Away - Uri on the go
A counter full of options for commuters in a hurry. Delicious cob coffee,
soothing tea specialities, sweet drinks and a varied culinary offering await you
here - to go, of course! Sandwiches, soup creations and salads, plus crispy
bread, heavenly croissants or savoury rolls. Discover the monthly changing
delicacies - from speciality breads to sweet temptations. Whether you're on
your way to work or on your way home, the seasonal offerings will keep you
energised throughout the day.

Market - Uri in a bag
The wide range of products from Uri producers and vendors make the market
an experience for all the senses. From fine wines such as the Ur-Wy from
Altdorf from the Schuler-Hardegger family or the Federweisser Bannerwein
to high-proof spirits such as the Urbrand absinthe or the award-winning
Tells Apfel from Z'Graggen to the numerous types of beer from Stiär Biär or
AnderThaler. But that's not all: whether it's meat, cheese, Ürner Hüsgmachts,
roasted coffee from Altdorf, flowers, wellness products or handicrafts - treat
yourself to something good or surprise your loved ones with a little something.
Stroll through the market and be inspired by the local variety!

Contact Person:
Thomas Christen

 +41 (0)41 541 02 08
 hallo@transit-altdorf.ch

Address:
Bahnhofplatz 1
6460 Altdorf

 +41 (0)41 541 02 08
 https://www.transit-altdorf.ch/
 hallo@transit-altdorf.ch
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Features:
Ambience
trendy/modern, casual
Offers
À la Carte, Menus, Snacks, Catering, Breakfast, Brunch, Lunch, Dinner
Equipment / Facility
Bar
Business equipment
Lunch
Location
Agglomeration
Products
Own products, regional products
Target group
Individual guests, Groups, Families, Adults, Seniors
Suitability General
Bad weather offer, for every weather, Suitable for baby carriages, Shopping

Kitchen Styles:
 regional

Openinghours
Monday - Sunday 6 am - 8 pm


